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Abstract 

 

Periodontitis is a multifactorial infectious disease, whereby the interplay of bacterial load, 

host immunoinflammatory response, environmental and local risk factors interact and shape its 

progression. Competent diagnosis of differing forms of periodontitis is based on decision-making 

schemes and utilization of clinical parameters which allow for the recording, monitoring and 

treatment of periodontitis.  

This mixed methods study evaluated third and fourth-year dental students’ competence 

and confidence in rendering periodontal care and explored the reasons students put forth for their 

suboptimal performance in periodontal education. A survey was used to assess participant 

competence and confidence in questions regarding medical history, periodontal examination, 

treatment, diagnosis and maintenance ascription. The survey was first circulated amongst ten 

periodontists to establish the gold standard responses to the questions. This survey was then 

administered to third and fourth-year dental students at the University of Alberta in the Fall and 

Winter 2017/2018.  

The survey had 52 respondents. The students performed well on diagnostic parameters 

and instrument selection, modestly on medical history intake and periodontal examination and 

poorly on maintenance schedule ascription. In general, fourth year dental students performed 

better than their third-year counterparts. Students were less confident as questions were more 

periodontal care detailed. The students’ academic year did not predict correct diagnostic 

response for the diagnostic cases. Aggressive periodontitis was identified <50% of the time. No 

correlation was found between confidence and correct responses.  

To assess the reasons for student suboptimal performance and challenges they faced, 

thematic analysis was employed to analyze eleven students’ interviews. Themes derived from the 
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qualitative analysis referred to the reasons that students stated when accounting for their 

suboptimal performance in periodontal care. These themes were related to pre-clinical and 

clinical learning of periodontics. Pre-clinical themes included, relevant periodontal content 

insufficiently covered, relevant periodontal content inadequately delivered and insufficient 

simulation of clinical skills. The clinical themes focused on instructor inconsistencies, 

fragmentation of treatment rendering, and mismatch between patient complexity and student 

readiness. Within the qualitative research, the students noted some consequences the 

shortcoming they faced had for their periodontal education. The study conducted allowed for 

exploration of areas in which the undergraduate periodontics curriculum would benefit from 

making changes and highlighted areas.  Ultimately it is concluded that there are shortcomings in 

the periodontal education of undergraduate dental students. These problems are present in both 

the didactic and clinical components of their education. In order to counter these issues and help 

students be proficient in periodontology, considerations for instructor calibration, cohesion 

between didactic and clinical education, patient focused treatment and importance of integrative 

feedback should be considered. 
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Chapter One: Background  

This chapter will review what periodontal disease is as an entity. Secondly, highlight the 

etiology, risk factors, consequences, and preventive measures for periodontal diseases. 

Considerations regarding the importance of periodontal diseases in oral health care will be 

discussed. It will explore relevant competencies students should develop from their education, 

and lastly examine the literature with regard to periodontal education and preparedness of 

clinicians and dental students for providing periodontal care.   

Periodontal Disease  

Periodontitis is a multifactorial infectious disease, whereby the interplay of bacterial load, 

host immunoinflammatory response, environmental and local risk factors interact and shape its 

progression (Tonneti et al., 2018). Primarily, this disease progresses silently with no overt 

symptomology or perceptible signs, as such, its detection is purely contingent on a clinician 

whom is well versed in its early recognition and diagnosis. Competent diagnosis of differing 

forms of periodontitis is based on decision-making schemes and utilization of clinical parameters 

which allow for the recording, monitoring and treatment of periodontitis (Tonneti et al., 2018). 

Prevalence  

Periodontitis is the second most prevalent disease of the human oral cavity. 

Epidemiological studies in the past have estimated that periodontitis afflicts half the adult 

population (Eke et al., 2012). The prevalence of the disease increases with age, low 

socioeconomic status, current smoking, and lowered education (Eke et al., 2012). Specifically, 

the Canadian Health Measure Survey (2010) identified that 16% of the population has moderate 
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periodontal disease, and another 4% present with severe disease (Canadian Health Measure 

Survey, 2010). Similar to the findings of the United States, this survey reveals age and smoking 

to be two factors significantly associated with increased chances of periodontal disease. In 

Canada, lower socioeconomic status individuals are two times more likely to present with 

gingival inflammation (25% vs 48%) (Canadian Health Measure Survey, 2010). 

Periodontal Diagnostic Classification Systems  

 An adequate classification scheme is a fundamental requirement for the description of a 

disease entity, possible pathogenesis, treatment and associated conditions. Classification schemes 

also allow clinicians to converse with one another and for research to be conducted under an 

agreed upon interpretation of what the disease entails.  

 Periodontal classifications have historically attempted to do this. As scientific advances 

mount and better understanding of pathogenesis of periodontal diseases develop, the older 

classification systems would require to be updated (Tonneti et al., 2018). Surrounding the time of 

this research, the periodontal community was on the verge of publishing a new classification 

system.  

 The former classification system whereby the vast majority of north American dental 

schools relied upon was that of Armitage 1999 (Armitage, 1999). It is beyond the scope of this 

introductory section to discuss the exact depth of the classification; however, a succinct 

description will be provided.  The 1999 classification system divided periodontal diseases into 

gingivitis (with its many variations), periodontitis (chronic vs aggressive) and a series of sub 

diagnoses which ultimately had effects on periodontal apparatus. Chronic periodontitis was 

graded via a mild, moderate and severe pending on the amount of supporting tissue loss. 
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Meanwhile, aggressive periodontitis was extent based with the number of teeth presenting with 

loss of support being the main descriptor for localized and more generalized forms of it. 

Armitage noted aggressive periodontitis as a separate entity, with its primary features making 

disease diagnosis pathognomonic for a clinician (Armitage 1999; Lang et al., 1999).  

 

 A new classification system was released in the summer of 2018. This system was used 

to align and update the diagnostic scheme to that of the current understanding. Specifically, the 

new classification focused on the inclusion of peri-implant diseases alongside periodontal 

diseases (Caton et al., 2018). However, this new system, does not consider aggressive 

periodontitis as a separate periodontal entity. A two-part staging and grading are utilized to 

define periodontitis. The staging focuses on severity and ultimate complexity of management of 

disease, whereas grading considers the rate of progression, systemic modifying factors and likely 

outcome of treatment response (Caton et al., 2018).   

Consequences  

Periodontal diseases have many adverse consequences. Signs, symptoms and outcomes 

may include bleeding red gums, gum recession, mobility, pain, abscesses and oral infections 

which negatively affect patients’ oral health and quality of life (Tonetti et al., 2015, Herrera et 

al., 2018). Periodontal disease progresses via initial gingival inflammation, as bacterial burden 

surpasses the defences of the periodontium, soft tissue and bone loss ensue. Ultimately, 

periodontal disease left unchallenged will lead to tooth loss with possible deleterious effects on 

systemic health. In the past decades much attention of the periodontal community has been 

directed towards various systemic diseases associated with periodontal conditions. The two most 
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notable and well documented are diabetes and cardiovascular disease ((Sanz et al., 2018, 

Borgnakke et al., 2013). For diabetes, there is moderate evidence that the relationship may be 

bidirectional in nature, with glycemic control having an effect on periodontal bone loss, and 

conversely, extent of periodontal disease expressing an influence on glycemic control (Sanz et 

al., 2018). Other systemic diseases correlations are still in their infancy in terms of association. 

However, there is currently some evidence regarding the association of periodontal disease and 

adverse pregnancy outcomes, rheumatoid arthritis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 

kidney diseases, cognitive impairments and many others (Scannapieco et al., 1998, Sanz & 

Kornman, 2013, Kshirsagar et al., 2005, de Pablo et al., 2009, Chen et al., 2017).  

Biological determinants& Modifiers of Periodontal Health  

It is estimated that approximately 80% of periodontal disease risk is attributable to that of 

genetic factors (Grossi et al., 1994). Concordance rates amongst monozygotic twins for 

periodontal disease manifestation is approximately 50% (Michalowicz et al., 2000). This 

highlights the importance of adequate familial history taking. It is possible that the risk of 

periodontal disease is transferred from parents to children. This would imply that an acquired 

imprint on the human genome may traverse generations, and is becoming a large focus of 

periodontal research (Bird, 2007 ; Baroos & Offenbacher 2009). However, currently, there lays 

controversy in the true effect of epigenetic control on the periodontal risk and more studies are 

exploring this topic (Lindhe, 2015).  

The two most commonly attributed risk factors to periodontal disease are diabetes and 

smoking (Sanz et al., 2018, Tomar & Asma, 2000). Periodontal disease may have a bidirectional 

effect on diabetic patients, with poor periodontal status affecting glycemic control (Sanz et al., 
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2018). Poor glycemic control may in turn exacerbate periodontal breakdown and increase the 

speed of disease progression (Chappele et al., 2013). Previous studies have attempted to assess 

the efficacy of periodontal therapy on the reduction of hemoglobin A1C, the hallmark metric of 

diabetic control. A recent meta-analysis noted that a mean reduction of 0.36% in the hemoglobin 

A1C is possible post periodontal therapy of diabetic patients (Engebretson & Kocher, 2013). 

This is a significant value for consideration as this reduction equates to the supplementation of a 

second line pharmacological antidiabetic medication (Engebretson & Kocher, 2013).  

 Tobacco smoke contains a slew of different chemicals which have adverse systemic and oral 

outcomes. Significantly increased odds risks of periodontal breakdown in individuals that are 

smokers has been noted (Tomar & Asma, 2000).  A dose and duration dependent outcome can be 

anticipated from individuals that continue the habit, with increased dose and duration having 

more negative consequences for patients (Chaffee et al., 2016). Smoking’s negative outcomes on 

the periodontal apparatus are multifactorial. Studies have demonstrated that bacterial acquisition, 

colonization, aggregation and increased keystone pathogens are associated with smokers (Kubota 

et al., 2011, Brook, 2011). Smokers are at decreased capacity to heal subsequent to both forms of 

surgical and non-surgical therapy (Johnston, 2007). Smoking has negative outcomes on the 

innate and adaptive immune system (Matthews et al., 2012).  

Many other chronic systemic inflammatory diseases have been regarded as risk modifiers of 

periodontal disease. Obesity is considered a chronic metabolic disease with a multitude of 

comorbidities (cardiovascular diseases, type II diabetes, hypertension) (Martinez-herrera et al., 

2017). Even though the mechanism for obesity induced increased periodontal risk has to date not 

been elucidated, the relationship between periodontal disease and obesity is evident across the 
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literature. A recent systematic review concluded that there is unequivocal evidence suggesting an 

association between the two chronic inflammatory diseases (Martinez-Herrera et al., 2017).   

Stress has been noted as a modifier of periodontal disease. Chronic stress can have a negative 

impact on the inception and treatment of periodontal disease (Gunepin et al., 2018). The 

periodontal influence of stress has been speculated to be as a result of direct downregulation of 

immune surveillance and indirectly via stress induced behaviors which may result in partaking in 

smoking and oral hygiene neglect (Gunepin et al., 2018).  It is interesting to note that a specific 

form of periodontal diseases, necrotizing periodontal disease, has been historically referred to as 

“periodontal emotional stress syndrome” (DeMarco, 1976).   

Since periodontal diseases (gingivitis and periodontitis) are both considered diseases of 

microbial origin, adequate oral hygiene is essential in the prevention and progression of 

periodontal disease (Loe, 1973; Chapple et al., 2015; Figuero et al., 2017). As time elapses from 

last oral hygiene measure, food particles and dental plaque become calcified into calculus (Loe, 

1973).  The hallmark studies of Loe et al., (1965) and (1986), demonstrated that tea laborers 

without oral hygiene and professional cleanings succumbed to periodontal disease. The vast 

majority of these individuals lost a significant amount of attachment around their teeth, albeit, 

the dentition of a small minority was spared from the effects of plaque and calculus (Loe, 1986). 

This is owed to the differing susceptibility of the individual. Numerous systematic reviews have 

assessed the efficacy of different toothbrushes, dentifrices and chemotherapeutics in reductions 

of plaque around the dentition (Needleman et al., 2015; Salzer et al., 2015). Most conclude 

substantial reductions in plaque and gingival inflammation (Chapple et al., 2015; Needleman et 

al., 2015).  Thus, it may be argued that since plaque and biofilm are the underlying causative 
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agent for periodontal diseases their control is imperative in minimizing onset and progression of 

disease (Chapple et al., 2015).  

History taking and Clinical Examination 

Clinical history taking would consider the many factors that are important during 

assessment of a periodontal patient. These include underlying medical conditions, medications, 

social habits, familial history and previous dental care. Clinical examinations would include a 

thorough assessment of the head and neck region, hard and soft tissues in the mouth, oral cancer 

screens as well as specific periodontal parameters as outlined by the American Academy of 

Periodontology. These include, periodontal charting, radiographic interpretation, assessing for 

signs of inflammation, oral hygiene measures and other patient reported complaints important to 

oral health (Pihlstrom, 2001).  

Prevention and Treatment  

Since periodontitis is a multifactorial disease, adept familial, dental, social and medical 

history taking is imperative in the pre-examination stage. As well, assessment of predisposing 

risk factors is a crucial step as an antecedent to examination (Sweeting et al., 2008). This allows 

a clinician to address possible modifier of periodontal disease preceding initial therapy. As a 

conduit for a correct diagnosis, a thorough clinical examination is carried out to discern the 

diagnostic class of periodontitis presenting (Sweeting et al., 2008). Although, noticing disease is 

a step in the right direction, the responsibility of the primary care provider is to deem a suitable 

treatment modality, how to carry out this treatment and the important realization that if the 

severity of the case surpasses the clinical expertise of the practitioner then an appropriate referral 
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must be made (Cobb et al., 2002). Therapy usually consists of debridement of the oral cavity 

from bacteria and debris to allow for healing of the soft and hard tissues to occur. A re-

evaluation stage is employed at a 4-6-week stage to ascertain how much healing has occurred 

(Sweeting et al., 2008). At this juncture the clinician may decide disease has remitted or is 

progressing and may require additional intervention possibly with the introduction of 

regenerative or surgical approaches. The fundamental pillar in the eradication and remittance of 

disease and often the most neglected aspect of periodontal treatment is maintenance (Supportive 

Periodontal Therapy) (Cohen, 2003). Maintenance is defined as future periodontal care provided 

to gauge success of therapy, ensure bacterial load are kept low, interception when disease recurs 

and allow reinforcement to the patient for upkeeping oral hygiene habits (Cohen, 2003) Thus, 

formulating an appropriate maintenance schedule for future therapies and examination is 

strongly related to proficient treatment of periodontitis. 

 

Oral hygiene measures:  

 Consistent oral hygiene measures have historically been the method of choice to counter 

the outcomes of periodontal disease. Periodontal tissue stability can be maintained via adequate 

oral hygiene routines, and this has been demonstrated from large cohort studies (Axelsson et al., 

2004). Persistent inflammation and bleeding of the gums are deemed to be periodontal risk 

factors and increase the chance of disease progression (Lang et al., 2009).  Poor oral hygiene 

measures may increase the risk of periodontitis by two to five-fold (Lertpimonchai et al., 2017). 

Brushing and flossing render significant reductions in bleeding on probing, an objective 

parameter for inflammation by approximately 35-67%(Graves et al., 1989).  A large systematic 

review by Slot and colleagues in 2012 demonstrated that self-performed oral hygiene measures 
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are successful in reducing half of the bacterial plaque build-up in the oral cavity from baseline. 

There is some conflicting evidence regarding the most effective method of brushing, electric 

versus manual toothbrushes and duration of brushing. However, one thing is apparent, there is no 

universal ideal toothbrush that exists for all patients, the ultimate choice is predicated on the 

effectiveness the patient demonstrates with their toothbrush of choice (Jepsen, 1998).    

Professional cleanings (Non-surgical pocket and root instrumentation):  

 Plaque and calculus are strongly associated with the initiation and progression of 

periodontal disease (Cobb, 2002). There is a question in the efficacy of how well root surfaces 

can be debrided of calculus and plaque, especially when attachment loss is progressed (Caffese 

et al., 1986; Sherman et al., 1990). As depth of pockets and attachment loss increases, the 

chances of effective debridement decreases. In light of these clinical limitations with adequate 

debridement, systematic reviews investigating non-surgical therapy outcomes provide conclusive 

evidence that instrumentation of roots leads to effective reductions in probing depths and 

periodontal apparatus loss (Lang et al., 2008; Eberhard et al., 2008).  

Control of risk factors: 

 As previously mentioned, smoking is a significant risk factor in the development of 

periodontal diseases. Effective discussions with patients regarding smoking cessation can help 

patients reduce the risk to their periodontal apparatus. It is documented that current smokers and 

former smokers differ in their periodontal risk, as well former smokers who have abstained for 

>11 years enjoy the same risk profile as individuals that have never smoker(Tomar & Asma, 

2000).  
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 Secondly, diabetic glycemic control is imperative in reducing the risk to the periodontal 

apparatus. A prudent clinician would inquire about the patient’s glycemic control and ensure the 

patient recognizes the relationship. This would aid the patient in reducing their periodontal risk, 

and by treating periodontal disease may improve glycemic control by a modest degree(Sanz et 

al., 2018, Eke et al., 2012). 

Clinical Reasoning in Dental Education 

 A proficient dental clinician is required to employ various faculties in order to render care 

to a patient. There is a non-declarative interplay between reasoning, knowledge, patient’s 

presentation and past experiences that help shape the care one provides (Khatami et al., 2012).  

In dentistry however, there is a lack of a fundamental framework that captures this 

multidimensional reasoning (Khatami et al., 2012). Primarily the frameworks for clinical 

reasoning are derived from medical literature, however, their translation to dental education is 

meagre (Khatami et al., 2012).  

 The hypothetico-deductive model has been proposed as a method that clinicians utilize 

clinical information (patient presentation) to generate hypotheses (Elstein et al., 2008). From 

there the clinician validates the strength of their hypothesis by interpreting how well it can 

explain the clinical presentation, thus, employing an inductive approach to provide care (Elstein 

et al., 2008). It has been suggested that the inductive (“data driven”) versus deductive 

“backward” reasoning is related to level of expertise. Groen and Patel (1988) suggested that 

more novice clinicians tend to apply more deductive reasoning to arrive at diagnoses and 

treatments, whereas experienced clinicians were more likely to be data driven and use an 

inductive approach. This has been corroborated by research in dentistry (Higg & Loftus, 2008). 
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 The dual processing theory is another cognitive framework that has gained attention in 

both medical and dental literature (Khatami et al., 2012). In this construct, a clinician may first 

employ schemas and pattern recognition whereby they compare the current presentation to 

previous experiences, in the second part of this dual process, an analytical approach is 

undertaken much like that of the hypothetico-deductive approach to render care (Khatami et al., 

2012). It is anticipated if the clinician has previously come across an individual with similar 

presentation, then the script matches their previous schemas and they would pursue treatment 

that has gained them success in the past. However, if a patient’s condition presents with an 

atypical presentation then the analytical path must be undertaken to provide treatment and 

diagnose, as this script does not exist in the repertoire of the clinician (Khatami et al., 2012). 

 Due to the shortcoming and limited applicability of previous frameworks, Khatami and 

colleagues (2012) have provided a strong conceptual framework that attempts to capture clinical 

reasoning students utilize in dentistry. This model is cyclical, and frames the dentist, the patient 

as well as the health care environment as important features in the decision-making process for 

students. Students initially follow a ritualistic approach to ascertain medical, social, dental and 

clinical data. From there, once a chief complaint has been established, a combination of 

deductive and inductive reasoning would be employed to arrive at hypotheses. Khatami and 

colleagues (2012) noted that students with less experience were more likely to employ deductive 

methods especially when signs and symptoms of a disease were common across many diseases. 

Pattern recognition through knowledge of diseases helps students recognize specific diseases. A 

decision analysis is employed as a last step once the problems are identified, options provided to 

patients and decision regarding treating.  
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 Reasoning strategies identified by Khatami and colleagues (2012) included scientific, 

conditional, narrative, ethical, pragmatic, collaborative, and part-whole reasoning. Scientific 

reasoning in their construct closely resembles the hypothetico-deductive processes of reasoning. 

Conditional reasoning allows students to consider what would likely occur in the future should a 

disease not be addressed. Collaborative reasoning includes the involvement of the patient in the 

decision-making process in order to ascertain their desires and feasibility of proposed treatment. 

Ethical reasoning in this framework considers decisions based on patient autonomy and limits 

the students set with relation to the patient’s autonomy. Pragmatic reasoning was identified as a 

method of reasoning that helps students when clinical problems relate to social and economic 

aspects of providing treatment. Part-whole reasoning encompasses the various reasoning 

strategies identified used in unison to address more complicated and larger context of problems, 

alternatively put, from focus on a specific problem to an overall patient centered treatment.  

 

 Khatami and colleagues (2012) construct can summarize dental students’ tools for 

reasoning as follows. Diagnostic processes involve both analytical and nonanalytical based on 

the presentation of the problem. From there, past knowledge and experiences, patient and dentist 

values and beliefs help identify and prioritize problems. Implementation of the part-whole 

reasoning strategies allows for global and localized treatment while keeping biopsychosocial 

determinants of treatment in mind (Khatami et al., 2012). The conceptual model of clinical 

reasoning as depicted by Khatami and colleagues (2011) is included in figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Framework for clinical reasoning in dentistry 

Cognitive learning theories  

 Within the scope of health education and specifically dental education, it is agreed that 

recognition of facts and sole proficiency of technical skills are no longer the only predictors of 

success (Albino et al., 2008). Not only are students required to understand the basis of disease 

and its recognition and treatment, they need to be able to employ critical thinking and problem 

solving in order to achieve this task. Many educational institutions end goal is to determine the 

competence of individuals in situational settings that mimic their lifelong healthcare setting 

(Albino et al., 2008).  There are various models that have investigated knowledge acquisition, 

these include the Miller 1990 model, the problem based learning model and the cognitive 

apprenticeship model proposed by Collins 1989. A brief description of the teaching and learning 

style will be given.  
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Miller Model  

 The Miller model considers a gradual progression through a hierarchical pyramid as the 

student becomes more autonomous and reaches their goal of becoming a self-sufficient clinician. 

In the Miller model competence is judged for students initially based on knowing, this is the 

general stage of knowledge acquisition typified by understanding the basics and competence 

judged via multiple choice questions (Albino et al., 2008). With time it is anticipated the student 

has acquired skills for knowing how to apply the earlier knowledge within a clinical context, in 

other words they now know how to proceed. For the aforementioned stage, the didactic to 

clinical knowledge transferal is gauged via more deeper understanding and solving cases. As the 

student progresses, they now are required to combine the know, the know how into clinical 

capability of show how. These competencies are assessed via simulatory preclinical tests and 

standardized patients/OSCE. Lastly, the student is anticipated to have arrived at the does and the 

peak of the pyramid, an area where they are now competent in combining all previous stages and 

are en-route to self-sufficiency.   

 

Problem based Learning 

Problem based learning has been derived from cognitive psychology and serves as the 

basis for holistic dental care (Rohlin et al., 2011). Problem based learning shifts learning 

objectives of learning onto students, they indeed will be required to reflect on integrated 

questions in their learning and conveying peer wisdom is strongly advocated as a learning 

process (Bergmann et al., 2017). Thus, the joint effort in order to come to a resolution of a 

proposed problem itself serves as the learning experience. Furthermore, in this model, peer 

teaching can help students whom have less knowledge to be caught up to that of their peer 
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educators (Bergmann et al., 2017). Proponents of PBL try to minimize lecture dominant 

educational means, even though it can be agreed that for the certain purposes this form of 

education is superior. For example if students require answers to questions, an adept instructor is 

one that can convey knowledge, however, when students require to be internally motivated to 

seek answers and learn strategies for this form of knowledge acquisition it can be argued that 

PBL is better suited model for education (Bergmann et al., 2017). There are proponents and 

opponents of this educational method, albeit, the literature notes that students whom graduate 

from PBL dominant curricula are more accepting of uncertainty, are more collaborative and 

lastly, are better communicators with their peers during their clinical tenure (Bergmann et al., 

2017) 

 

Cognitive apprenticeship model  

The cognitive apprenticeship model focuses not only on declarative skills required to 

achieve competence but also considers non-declarative skills which is referred to as meta-

cognition (Collins et al., 1989). The model supposes that the interaction amongst a dentist and 

student is relatively similar to that of an apprentice and skill master (Collins et al., 1989) This 

model was proposed to curtail some of the disconnect which exists as a result of knowledge 

application in actual clinical settings. The premise is that a trained expert in knowledge transferal 

should also be able to handover the non-declarative information which they consider in making 

decisions and treatment (Collins et al, 1989). Thus, if an individual will be able to make the 

cognitive processes visible to the students this allows for better learning opportunities. This is 

crucial in dental education and clinical practice, as myriad of different conditions and situations 

may arise when a student is practicing dentistry, as such, a one size fits all approach cannot be 
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assumed to be sufficient in handling the variety of cases. Therefore, introspection into the 

underlying considerations are more important than handling a specific task as this knowledge 

would serve the multitude of differing clinical scenarios.  

Periodontal Education 

Dental education requires students to be proficient in the understanding of basic and oral 

sciences as well as possessing clinical competencies to render treatment to their patients (Sanz & 

Meyle, 2010). Thus, one of the main goals of dental education is that of ensuring clinical 

readiness of future dental graduates (Palatta et al., 2017). The European workshop on periodontal 

education highlighted some of the minimum criteria they note students should achieve in their 

dental training with regard to periodontal education. Without the inclusion of non-didactic 

criteria such as interpersonal communication, ethical value and professionalism, these criteria 

can be summarized by the following (Sanz & Meyle, 2010):   

Knowledge and information handling with critical thinking  

 Competency in understanding the etiology, systemic correlates, microbial pathogenesis, 

risk factors associated with periodontal diseases, social factors influence on periodontal health 

and lastly genetic and familial links (Sanz & Meyle, 2010).  

Diagnosis and treatment planning  

 Sanz and Meyele (2010) also noted the importance of a clinician that is competent in 

diagnosis and decisions making and implementation of available data to arrive at the correct 

treatment options (Sanz & Meyle, 2010).  
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Establishment of periodontal health  

 As a last part of the competencies acquired by the student’s education is that of managing 

gingivitis, mild to moderate forms of periodontal disease, acute periodontal conditions and mild 

oral mucosal diseases. Thus, students should be adept at discussions of smoking cessation, 

mechanical therapy of the oral cavity, and prescription of medications and medicaments to 

counter periodontal disease (Sanz & Meyle, 2010). As well, ascription of maintenance schedules 

and following patients are highlighted as an important competency required for graduates.  

Clinician performance in periodontal care  

Periodontology is an area where the lack of preparedness of students and graduates is 

apparent. Darby and colleagues found that approximately one third of the surveyed general 

dentists lacked confidence in treating advanced periodontitis and more than half were not 

confident in rendering treatment for aggressive periodontal cases. Even though, in this study, a 

significant portion (80%) of the sampled population felt confident in treating basic forms of 

periodontal disease, many of the dentists requested further education in periodontal care (Darby 

et al., 2005). It is important to note that periodontal referral rates are declining, in addition, when 

such referrals are made, they are often individuals with more severe and advanced periodontal 

disease (Lee et al., 2009, Cobb et al., 2003, Zemanovich et al., 2006). In this context, periodontal 

dental education has a critical role to play as in the near future, general dentists are expected to 

be the sole providers of care to patients with low to moderate severity of periodontal disease 

(McGuire & Scheyer, 2003). Evidently, as disease severity progresses, treatment options 

diminish, thereby invasiveness, complexity and cost increase. This highlights the importance of 

competent periodontal training for the future generation of dentists exiting dental schools.  
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Student performance in periodontal care  

Studies comparing the performance of dental students and calibrated instructors have 

reported poor student performances in relation to diagnosis and management of periodontal 

diseases (Lane et al., 2015, John et al., 2013). For example, in a study with dental students from 

three dental schools, Lane and colleagues (2015) found that student clinical performances in 

periodontics were modest across schools and grade point average. Some of the proposed reasons 

previously investigating this outcome have been attributed to shortcomings of the student’s 

dental education  (Lee et al., 2009) as well as lack of calibrations amongst instructors (Lane et 

al., 2015).   

Further, research suggests that a sizeable number of dental students may not be satisfied 

with their periodontal performance. Chandrasekaran and colleagues (2017) reported that only 

36.9% of four-year students rated their periodontal care as adequate (Chandrasekaran et al., 

2017). In this study, students attributed their inadequate performance to several factors, including 

factors related to students (e.g., student oversight), school (e.g., limited operator session) and 

patient related factors (e.g., scheduling compliance). 

Gaps of knowledge in previous studies assessing student performance  

Previous research on student performances in periodontics has been quantitative by nature 

and has relied on closed ended questions and discrete categories of responses to assess student 

performances. Using single choice answers does not allow for a ‘rich narrative’ of student views 

of their performances, including their perceived level of readiness and the factors they attribute 

to their sub-optimal performance (John et al., 2013). Additionally, employing discrete 

categorical answers may lead to artificial responses, as typically treatment and diagnosis do not 
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adhere to strict categorical domains (John et al., 2013). Research on student performances in 

periodontics has also adopted a general approach so that areas where students experience more 

difficulties remain to be elucidated. To date, no study has explored student reasons for sub-

optimal performances when providing periodontal care to patients in school clinics.  Qualitative 

research approaches are well suited to provide insights into issues that negatively affect students’ 

performance, based on which actionable changes can be implemented to improve their 

periodontal education. 

Objectives  

 

The objectives of our mixed-method study were to (i) determine the areas in which third- 

and fourth-year dental students’ were less competent and confident in providing periodontal care 

with investigation of academic years, and (ii) explore the reasons that students attributed to their 

sub-optimal performance.  

 

Research Questions 

• What areas do third and fourth-year students lack confidence and competence in 

providing periodontal care and does academic year render a difference?  

• What factors do students consider for their suboptimal performance in rendering 

periodontal care?  
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Chapter Two: Methods  

In this chapter the methods undertaken to assess the students’ performance in periodontal 

care will be discussed. As well the methodology used to explore students’ views and the reasons 

that negatively affect their ability to properly provide this care. 

Study Design  

 Our study followed a sequential explanatory mixed methods design in which quantitative 

data were collected and analyzed, this informed the collection and analysis of the qualitative data 

to further explain the main qualitative findings (Creswel, 2009). Ethics approval was attained 

from the University of Alberta research board, No: Pro00071317 (Appendix A) 

 

Figure 2. Mixed methods design 

 

 

 

https://remo.ualberta.ca/REMO/Rooms/DisplayPages/LayoutInitial?Container=com.webridge.entity.Entity%5bOID%5b5B55FD40779AA54FAFF324EB8BF6ED63%5d%5d
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Participants  

 Participants of the study were third- and fourth-year dental students in the School of 

Dentistry at the University of Alberta during the years of 2017-2018. An expert panel comprised 

of ten periodontists practicing in Edmonton, Alberta, both in academic and private practice, were 

used to define the ‘correct answers’ (gold standard) to the questionnaire. This panel are 

responsible for the undergraduate students’ didactic and clinical education at the University of 

Alberta. Expert panel use to decide gold standard answers is a method that has been used in 

determining correct responses in periodontal questionnaires (Williams et al., 2014, Lane et al., 

2015).  The use of expert panels to judge students’ performances is important as students are 

likely to integrate their instructors’ methods of reasoning (Lanning et al., 2013). Our survey was 

initially conducted on the participating periodontist in October 2017 and their responses analyzed 

for gold standard fabrication in Nov 2017. The survey was then rolled out to the third and fourth-

year students in January 2018, analyzed and areas of deficiency highlighted in February 2018, 

interview dates set, all interviews were carried out in late March 2018 and April 2018. The 

remained of the studies analysis and integration were carried out throughout the years of 2019-

2020.  

 

 

Figure 3. Timeline of study  
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Periodontal Education at the University of Alberta 

 The cohort whom participated in this research project dental curriculum is as follows: In 

the first years the students partook in the preventative course with emphasis on periodontal 

disease prevention. In the second year the students focused on periodontal education. At the 

same time the students had an opportunity to practice clinical data gathering and examinations in 

partners on one another. In their third year, their periodontal education focuses on clinical 

treatment of periodontal disease with a mix of clinical problem-solving cases and traditional 

lecture-based learning. During their third year, the dental students concurrent with their clinical 

periodontal education are responsible for providing care to patients in the clinics. In their fourth 

year, the students partake in short duration sessions of periodontal seminars, where exposure 

regarding more advanced therapies of periodontics is considered (lasers, soft tissue grafting and 

surgeries). The vast majority of the dental student’s education prior to the recent curriculum 

change was lecturer dominated.   

Characteristics of Survey 

A survey was developed to examine student skills in history taking, examination, 

diagnosis, treatment planning, and maintenance schedule prescription (Appendix B). The 

parameters assessed are the basic requirements for assessment of periodontal patients. They are 

explicitly indicated as precedents of patient care and important in continuing treatment and 

supportive periodontal therapy (Philstrom, 2008; Sweetings et al., 2008). Diagnostic cases were 

derived from the works of Lane et al., 2015. Furthermore, knowledge in these parameters that are 

assessed have been considered important in undergraduate dental curriculums and listed as 

competencies students must be proficient in upon graduation (Sanz & Meyele, 2018).  The 
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assessment of students’ performances relayed on unprompted free recall, which closely mimics 

the real clinical scenarios general practitioners faced in their daily practice. Individuals are 

required to recall information that they previously learned (Haist et al., 1992). Specifically, they 

have to retrieve information from their memories and then ensuring that once this information is 

retrieved, it is the factual answer to the case provided. By the contrary, recognition memory tests 

(cued recall) rely on picking information that is presumed to be most correct (Haist et al., 1992). 

Even though generally there is a correlation in aptitude between recall and recognition memory 

tests, the use of free recall is better suited for our study objectives (Bridgeman & Morgan, 1996).  

Furthermore, by allowing open ended questions, our questionnaire allows for application of 

multiple treatment modalities, combinatory diagnostics, and ability to convey information that is 

required for a specific question without the limitations of closed ended questions (John et al., 

2013).  

The following questions were used to elicit free recall analysis of the 

participants(Appendix B) .  

1. What medical history questions are important to consider for a periodontal patient?  

2. What constitutes a thorough periodontal exam? 

3. How do you come to a diagnosis for gingival and periodontal diseases? 

4. What are the chief tools of your preference for scaling and root planing? 

5. What are the chief considerations for estimating the recall interval in your patient? 

The survey contains three diagnostic cases with presentations of clinical pictures, 

periodontal chartings, and radiographs for participants to come to a certain diagnosis. These 

cases match those of Lane and colleagues ( 2015). This study predated the release of the new 

diagnostic classification (AAP/EOP world workshop) and thus adheres to the previous diagnoses 
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falling under the Armitage 1999 classification. The correct diagnosis in these cases were defined 

by gold standard consensus as: Diagnosis 1: Gingivitis (plaque induced), Diagnosis 2: 

Generalized Severe Chronic Periodontitis Diagnosis 3: Localized Aggressive periodontitis. As a 

secondary feature of the questionnaire, a Likert scale ranging from (1=very confident to 5= not 

confident) was employed to assess participant confidence prior to each free recall question. 

Quantitative Data Collection 

The third- and fourth-year students were invited to participate in this research via e-mail 

with the survey being completed on Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap 

software)(Harris et al., 2009). Information sheet along with studies intentions were shared with 

the students prior to participation (Appendix C) 

Cosine Similarity index and script concordance 

Script concordance was used to compare the gold standard script to that of the student’s 

responses. The gold standard script was derived from the answers of the expert panel and most 

common responses were coded. The similarity in text was assessed via the inclusion of the 

cosine-similarity index (CSI). CSI allows for comparison of the respondent’s semantic similarity 

in answers across the two academic years and compare that to the gold standard script. A word is 

positioned as a vector, the angle between two vectors corresponds to the numeric proximity of 

the words/text, this is followed by the interpretation of similarity done by numerical proximity to 

one (Singhal, 2001). The closer the respondent’s value to one, the more similar the text response 

would be to the coded answers (Singhal, 2001). 
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Data analysis 

The collected data was coded, including the respondents’ school year (third vs fourth) 

and imported into SPSS for windows version 21. To deflate type I errors, a Bonferroni corrected 

measure of α/n pending on the number of recurrent tests was utilized for statistical analysis. The 

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to assess the distribution of the data. As the data is not normally 

distributed, the use of non-parametric testing was required.  

Mann-Whitney U-test for the median was used to assess the competence and treatment 

planning questions, and Bonferroni corrected alpha value = 0.00625 was utilized to compare the 

median difference in competence questions by academic years.  

To analyse if confidence and competence were correlated, a linear regression model was 

employed five times, Bonferroni corrected α=0.01. Lastly, a Chi square statistical test 

determined if correct diagnostic responses were based on academic year, α=0.0125.  

Qualitative Data Collection 

Interview  

All students who completed the survey were invited to participate in one-on-one 

interviews. Eleven students accepted to be interviewed. Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted in a conversational manner by S.M. Upon exploring the areas where students had 

difficulties with periodontal education, a meeting was conducted with a research methodologist 

and supervisor in order to fabricate an interview guide. The questions to be asked of participating 

students were formulated based on areas of deficiency and uncertainty. This interview was first 

piloted with a graduate student in the presence of a research methodologist to ensure the main 

interviewer was conducting the interview correctly and as a way to refine questions, improve 
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sequence of questions, and familiarize the main interviewer with the interview process prior to 

undertaking interviews with the students.  Interviews lasted from 17 minutes to 33 minutes. Prior 

to every interview, the students were familiarized with the interview process and a consent form 

signed (Appendix D/E).  Confidentiality and anonymity were discussed with participants. As the 

interviews focused on areas both academic years commonly had hardships with, it was the 

suggestion of the research methodologist to not collect interviews based on academic year. 

Furthermore, it was anticipated that the student’s population was homogenous in nature, as such 

under the direction of the research methodologist additional demographics were not collected. It 

is important to note that previous studies did not highlight a difference amongst academic 

standing (Lane et al., 2015). The interviews focused on areas where students had difficulties in 

attaining similar responses to the gold standard and the reasons they provided for their 

suboptimal performance.  

Interview Transcription  

The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. All personal identifiers were 

removed.  

Transcript analysis and Thematic Analysis  

Thematic analysis (TA) was used to analyze the interview data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

This analytical strategy is commonly used in applied sciences, including medical and dental 

education (Wong et al., 2019, McKenzie et al., 2019). Braun and Clarke describe a sequential 

step at performing thematic analysis. Braun and Clark (2013) suggested the use of a sample size 

of ten or more interviews for medium thematic analysis projects. Their process relies on 

thorough data extraction, coding of the data set, translation of these codes into potential themes 
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and eventual determination of hierarchical levels to themes.  For adequate immersion in the data 

set, the transcripts were read and re-read to ensure familiarization with the content. Codes were 

assigned to relevant data segments and equal attention was devoted to all aspects of the 

transcript. Relevant extracts were collated. These collations were then turned into potential 

themes and sub-themes. Braun and Clark 2006 defined themes as important features of the data 

that help answer the research question. Our data set was managed using QSR’s Nudist VIVO 

software (Version 12). Peer checking (discussing themes and sub-themes with other team 

members) was used to improve methodological rigor. At multiple stages during our analysis, the 

codes, themes and subthemes were discussed with the supervisory committee and the research 

methodologist aiding with the analysis. Also, to improve rigor, developed themes and sub-

themes were checked against the entire data set to confirm they captured participants’ 

perspectives of the study phenomenon. The written report strives to capture the relationships and 

order within themes. As well, written detail of the student’s experiences is provided. A thematic 

map was used to represent the study findings, while illustrated quotes were selected to support 

data analysis.   
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Chapter Three: Results 

In this chapter we will first discuss the results derived from the quantitative data. Secondly, 

we will show the results of our thematic analysis in a descriptive format.  

Quantitative results  

Assessing student competence  

Overall, 18 fourth year dental students and 34 third year dental students participated in our 

survey. The Mann-Whitney test for differences in medians shows that the third- and fourth-year 

students differ in their response correctness in questions concerning periodontal examination, 

factors assessed for arriving at diagnosis, instrumentation during therapy and treatment rendering 

for periodontitis (Table 1). The fourth-year dental students significantly answered the questions 

about what constitutes a thorough periodontal examination better than their third-year 

counterparts with a median difference of .20 (0.17-0.29) p-value <0.00625 on the CSI. 

Conversely, the third-year dental students answered questions regarding arrival at periodontal 

diagnosis closer to that of the periodontists with a median difference of 0.03 (0.03-0.15) p-value 

= 0.001 on the CSI.    

Lastly, the fourth-year dental students were more proficient in their tool selection in 

rendering initial therapy as compared to the third-year students with a difference of 0.08(0.04-

0.09) p-value < 0.00625 on the CSI as well as coming up with a treatment plan regarding our 

chronic periodontitis case with a difference of 0.08(0-0.07) p-value < 0.00625.  The students did 

not differ on questions regarding medical history intake, setting up recall intervals or treatment 

planning cases with regard to gingivitis and aggressive periodontitis cases.  
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Table 1. Median Differences between fourth- and third-year students on the CSI with surveyed 

periodontists 

Table 1. Median Differences between fourth- and third-year students on the CSI with 

surveyed periodontists  

 

 Fourth year 

students 

(Median CSI)  

Third year students 

(Median CSI)  

 Difference 

amongst academic 

years  

 

Medical History 0.63 (0.54-0.71) 0.58 (0.54-0.62) 0.05 (0-0.09) 

p-value = 0.041 

 

Periodontal examination 0.65 (0.62-0.69) 0.45 (0.39-0.52) .20 (0.17-0.29) * 

p-value < 0.001 

4th year students 

> 3rd year  

Diagnosis 0.86 (0.83-0.88) 0.89 (0.68-0.91) 0.03 (0.03-0.15) * 

p-value = 0.0001 

3rd > 4th year  

Tool preference (Rendering 

periodontal treatment) 

0.87 (0.81-0.93) 0.79 (0.75-0.840) 0.08(0.04-0.09) * 

p-value = 0.001 

4th > 3rd year  

Recall Intervals 0.3 (0.18-0.41) 0.19 (0.14-0.25) 0.11(0.04-0.16) 

p-value = 0.200 

 

Treatment plan 1  0.3 (0.24-0.42) 0.42 (0.34-0.49) 0.1 (0.07-0.1) 

p-value = 0.09 

 

Treatment plan 2  0.4(0.25-0.53) 0.32(0.25-0.4) 0.08(0-0.07) * p-

value = 0.0001 

4th > 3rd year  

Treatment plan 3  0.18(0.11-0.24) 0.25(0.18-0.32) 0.07(0.07-0.08) p-

value = 0.382 
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Assessing student confidence  

In order to assess the student confidence, we used a descriptive analysis of the mean 

likert scores (Table 2). The likert scores are reflective of students being fairly confident in 

ascertaining a correct medical history prudent to periodontal care and in general carrying out 

clinical examinations for periodontal patients. However, a reduction in confidence is apparent as 

questions are geared towards diagnosing, rendering periodontal treatment and following these 

patients for care in the future.  

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Descriptive Likert Scale - Third and fourth-year student confidence on different 

competence questions   
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Diagnostic correctness by year  

The chi-square analysis was employed to analyze if a student’s academic year, permitted 

for a higher proportion of correct responses in the diagnostic questions. No significant 

differences were noted amongst year of study and correct diagnostic response rate, p-value > 

0.0125. Table 3 depicts the correct response rate by academic year.  

 

 

 

Diagnostic correctness by academic year and case  

Correct Diagnosis Fourth year Third Year 

Gingivitis 
66% 47% 

Generalized Severe Chronic 

Periodontitis 50% 79% 

Localized Aggressive 

Periodontitis 50% 44% 

 

Table 3. Diagnostic correctness per academic year and diagnosis  
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Confidence and competence correlation  

A linear regression model along with scatter plots was employed as a method to ascertain 

if confidence in a particular question will predict competence, no statistical significance was 

noted (p>0.01). A sample representation is provided depicting Likert (confidence) and 

periodontal examination parameter (competence) by academic year, and as noted there was no 

correlation amongst the confidence and competence.  

 

Figure 4. Graph depicting relationship between Likert score and periodontal examination CSI by 

academic year.  
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Qualitative results  

Themes derived from the qualitative analysis referred to the reasons that students stated when 

accounting for their suboptimal performance in periodontal care. These themes were related to 

pre-clinical and clinical learning of periodontics (Figure 1) 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Thematic Map of Analysis  
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Preclinical themes 

Relevant periodontal content insufficiently covered   

Students consistently highlighted the insufficient coverage of relevant content in their 

preclinical training as a reason for their struggles to provide proper periodontal care to patients. 

Students felt unprepared in relation to several issues. These included risk management for 

periodontal diseases, diagnosis of periodontal conditions, as well as clinical parameters to 

diagnose conditions and treatment options, especially surgical procedures. Although students 

reported they had a good understanding of the risk factors that negatively affect the periodontal 

status of patients, they mentioned that their preparation to manage those factors was insufficient. 

As one student pointed out, “I encourage them to quit smoking and explain the risk factors and 

how it’s making their periodontal disease worse, but we don’t really have any tools or resources 

here at the school for them, and we never really get taught how to do smoking cessation with 

patients”.  

Similarly, students regarded their preclinical education on diagnosis and clinical 

parameters important to render periodontal treatment to patients as insufficient. As one student 

indicated, “so [the new instructor] did a really good job of kind of "reviewing" how to diagnose 

and kind of function in clinic since we weren't really taught a lot of the clinically relevant day to 

day things before that.” According to students, this knowledge gap limited their ability to 

provide adequate treatment. Preclinical teaching of treatment options past initial therapy was also 

seen as insufficient. Students reported that they were unfamiliar with treatment options for 

patients that were unresponsive to initial therapy. They also had difficulties determining when a 

referral to a periodontist was necessary.  As one student commented, “So it’s kind of like if I saw 

someone in perio, I wouldn’t know what they need done and I would just send them to a 
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periodontist because I just don’t know what they need done, what procedures they need- when to 

do what procedure and what case, you know.” Students acknowledged that as future general 

dentists, they did not need to know how to perform surgical procedures; however, they wanted to 

be well-informed about surgical options to properly refer patients for specialized periodontal care 

and be able to educate their patients regarding the treatment options. One student comment 

clearly illustrated students’ interest in being properly informed, “Like I don’t expect to be taught 

(surgery) that as a general dentist, but it would be nice to see it so I know like what it is and like 

if my patient needs it, and who they can go see if my patient needs it, you know”.    

Students mentioned that these knowledge gaps not only affected the quality of 

periodontal care they provide to patients, but also their dental education, especially when taking 

advanced periodontal courses and board exams. The following comments illustrated these two 

perceived  consequences, “And because they [the instructor] has to start from the very beginning 

with even just the bacteria that cause periodontal disease, we don’t really get into any of the 

advance perio stuff in our advanced perio course” and “I think most of us recognized studying 

for boards that perio was our weakest area, and most of us started studying with perio, like that 

was our first priority.”  

Relevant periodontal content inadequately delivered  

Along with covering the periodontal content insufficiently, students mentioned that this 

content was not properly taught, which also affected their clinical and educational performances 

later on in the program. Teaching-related issues that students highlighted included poor structure 

of the content covered and the learning of complex periodontal topics prior to an understanding 

of basic concepts. One student noted, “We go sit in a class and we learn nothing. There’s no 

slides, there’s no real information being passed down. It’s basically just like, this research 
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article … Like, before we even know what attached gingiva is, before any of like that, we’re 

talking about like these advanced like studies into like chronic perio and like the bacterial 

subtypes.” Students reflected that these teaching issues negatively affected their learning (e.g. 

creating confusion), interest in periodontics, and the value attributed to the topics covered, 

although they now recognize their clinical relevance.  In this regard, one student commented “It 

was one of those classes, well, I’ll be honest with you, at some point, you say I’m not even going 

to go anymore because I’m not learning anything”, and another stated, “I didn’t find it very 

useful. But I felt the class was a waste of my time…now I realized just how important it was to 

keep up with the research in dentistry, because all the time there's always something new coming 

out and you always have to be learning.”  

Insufficient simulation of clinical skills   

Students’ lack of preparation for periodontal care was also attributed to the insufficient 

practice of periodontal procedures in the simulation laboratory. The practice of these procedures 

was regarded as more limited than the practice of other clinical procedures in the same setting. 

Further, students indicated that the lack of practice prevented them from receiving feedback from 

instructors, which they considered critically important to the development of psychomotor 

clinical skills. As one student argued, “So like in any part of dentistry we’ve had competencies, 

practical competencies. We’ve had practical competencies in operative, fixed, pretty much even 

in dentures, and then we would finish the competency in SimLab, and now we are allowed to 

treat in clinic. That didn’t happen in perio, so perio didn’t actually give us that option to … 

someone to give us feedback on: Hey are you doing this right?” 
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Clinical themes  

Instructor inconsistency  

Several students mentioned instructor inconsistencies as a reason for their suboptimal 

performances in periodontal care as they created confusion about what was right or wrong when 

providing care to patients. Inconsistency was viewed as contradicting opinions about conditions 

and courses of actions. Students reported inconsistencies regrading diagnosis, including risk 

assessments. One student voiced, “periodontists on staff a lot of them see it different ways. So, 

you get some individuals that think it’s moderate, some individuals that might think it might be 

aggressive at one region, and some people that think that this might be just a varying form of 

gingivitis…”. Similarly, inconsistencies were observed in relation to treatment rendering. As 

another student noted, “And everyone had like a different rule on how many units of root 

planning we can do every time.” Instructor inconsistencies were still present at the final stage of 

maintenance ascription. As one student pointed out, “To be honest I mostly ask the instructor, 

because again we get different views all the time. There does not seem to be any consensus on 

how you set it up [maintenance], aside from very, very severe cases, then obviously you need the 

three month [recall]”.  

Inconsistencies were observed between clinical instructors. As one student commented, 

“Yeah, because it changes depending on the periodontist you see that day, because I’ve had 

people come in for a complete exam that were high-risk because they have a lot of attachment 

loss and the periodontist says, you know what, this person is actually low-risk, there’s not a lot 

here”. Inconsistencies between didactic and clinical instructors were also reported.   One student 

stated, “so there's been numerous instances like that that occur in clinic, because there seems to 
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be very little consensus over how the [preclinical] instructions actually teach us and how they 

[clinical instructors] evaluate and use the same terms versus how we were taught”.  

Additionally, students commented that these inconsistencies had a positive or negative 

impact on their learning experiences depending on the instructor. As a student stated, “when I do 

actually get the time with them, I learned a lot from them. So, yeah, I guess it depends on which 

instructor you get, too. Very selective.” and “And sometimes they do, and sometimes the 

instructors do a good job of like, okay, here’s a spot, feel this, and then they have you feel it, 

which I enjoy that, like I want to feel it.” 

Fragmentation in treatment rendering 

The inability to assess treatment outcomes was described as another factor that negatively 

affected student performances. Students regarded treatment (re)evaluation as critically important 

to ascertain the quality of their performances. According to students, the inability to assess 

treatment outcomes was mainly due to patients not coming back to the clinic and the prolonged 

time lag between care delivery and re-evaluation of treatment outcomes. Comments that 

illustrate these views included, “I'm hoping my patients will be coming in for me to see, but at 

the moment no. I have not been able to really follow up and actually there's just been one … One 

patient that I've had out of seven or eight that I've been able to see” and “So I don’t know if that 

defeats the purpose of the re-evaluation, but I find myself doing the re-evaluation and sometimes 

going back to initial therapy, and I don’t know if that’s because initial therapy didn’t work or if 

that was because we didn’t have the re-evaluation soon enough”.   
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Mismatch between patient complexity and student readiness   

 The students noted that the assignment of patients with complex treatment requirements 

at the inception of their clinical tenure became problematic for them. Specifically, they indicated 

that in some instances they did not provide proper treatment simply because they were not fully 

prepared to manage complex cases.  As one indicated, “And so then we get to clinic and see these 

high-risk cases: One, we’re like not prepared to treat them; we don’t have that much experience 

because our technique is terrible.” 

 

Chapter Four: Discussion  

 This research aimed to examine third- and fourth-year dental students’ confidence, 

competence, and areas of deficiencies regarding periodontal care (diagnosis, treatment planning, 

and maintenance phase) as well as self-reported reasons for sub-optimal performance. The works 

of John and colleagues and Lane and colleagues (2015) demonstrated that variations exist in the 

student’s responses. In the present study, besides diagnosis and treatment planning, clinical 

parameters that students were having difficulties with were also examined.  

The results reveal that the students experience dissonance regarding diagnosis and 

rendering treatment. The student’s confidence decreases in these two categories; however, their 

competence is high. This may suggest that even though a student knows what features and 

parameters are necessary, they are not experiencing self-efficacy. It is imperative to highlight 

that true competence (knowledge and/or skill) does not necessarily coincide with the belief of 

competence, which we refer to as confidence (Woolliscroft et al., 1993). An individual may 

possess the necessary clinical skills and knowledge; however, they may lack confidence in 

carrying out a particular task. This would define an individual that has low self-efficacy 
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(Bandura, 1982, Gilmour et al., 2016). The converse may also exist, an individual that lacks 

competence whom is overly confident, and this may translate to a false sense of clinical security 

(Gilmour et al., 2016). In the interest of patient care, the ideal development would be students 

and clinicians whom there is precise self-assessment of their knowledge and skill (Gilmour et al., 

2016). 

Throughout the qualitative analysis, students voiced concerns regarding diagnosis and 

rendering treatment. The question within the survey required students to understand the 

instrumentation necessary for treatment rendering. As well, students needed to recognize the 

diagnostic parameters required to come to a correct diagnosis. However, as their interviews 

elucidate, even though the students understand instrumentation, they are not confident in their 

technique and therapy outcomes. This lack of confidence is rational as scaling and root planning 

besides general understanding of instrument selection will require development of dexterity and 

tactile proficiency (Deeb et al., 2019). Consequently, it is not surprising that students had a 

greater number of self-assessments prior to being examined on this competency in one study 

(Deeb et al., 2019).  This can be corroborated by the student’s in this study stating that lack of 

confidence was stemming from inadequate demonstration of the technique during preclinical and 

clinical education. With regard to diagnosis, the students iterated the shortcomings of diagnostic 

reasoning in their preclinical education and this is further evident from their inability to judge 

correct diagnoses on our three diagnostics cases with high accuracy.  

The students discuss the lack of adequate understanding and management of risk factors. 

Competence in risk factor identification and management is a fundamental aspect of rendering 

periodontal care. Understanding appropriate risk factors also increases the chance that a clinician 

will refer a patient to a specialist (Williams et al., 2014). Numerous studies in the past have 
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highlighted that periodontal referral rates are declining, and when they are made, they are late 

stage disease (Cobb, 2003; Lee et al., 2009;, Dockter et al., 2006). Previous studies have sought 

to assess student knowledge of risk factors important to periodontal disease. Friesen and 

colleagues (2014) noted that students in the third and fourth year accurately identified three of 

the potential six periodontal risk factors with 50% accuracy, demonstrating a modest level of 

understanding with regard to potential risk factors. Similarly, Willaim and colleagues (2014) 

noted that only (60-65%) of their students noted uncontrolled diabetes mellitus as a risk factor. 

With the use of qualitative research, the students in our study voiced their concerns on their 

knowledge and management risk factors can be corroborated from the literature. Moreover, even 

though, appropriate risk factor identification is a step in the right direction, this does not translate 

into adequate management of the risk factor. This was one of the conclusions of our qualitative 

research highlighted, without knowledge of how to manage, a clinician may still not have the 

necessary skills to make a difference for a patient. Thus, an important area of focus for 

revamping the periodontal education would be on that emphasizes the importance of recognizing 

risk factors, appropriate management strategies and the timely referral should the risk factors be 

uncontrollable at the level of treating clinician.  

In general, it was anticipated that the fourth-year students would perform better than their 

third-year counterparts (Lane et al., 2015). This is in line with the findings of previous studies in 

which senior students attained better responses (Lane et al., 2015; Friesen et al., 2014). 

Surprisingly, our third-year achieved a better match to the gold standard on the diagnostic 

parameters.  This may be attributed to the recency effect, as the third-year students have been 

exposed to the diagnostic classification more recently than their fourth-year counterparts during 

their third-year periodontal class.  
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 This study highlights that for both academic years, the confidence of the students 

decreases as competence questions focus on periodontal care.  However, the students felt 

relatively confident in medical history intake and periodontal examination for both academic 

years. Similarly, previous studies found that their participating students polled were generally 

comfortable with history taking and examinations (Gilmour et al., 2016; Patel et al, 2014). For 

example, in one study, students’ average confidence in periodontal examination was 4.91 on a 5-

point likert scale (Gilmour et al., 2016).  Albeit, it must be noted that the students in our study 

attained lower confidence as compared to the aforementioned study.  In general, the third-year 

students were less confident than their fourth-year counterparts, likely due to the higher exposure 

to patient care of fourth-year students.  An over inflation of confidence in skills deemed 

important for clinical practice could also explain such difference (Greenwood et al., 1993), 

especially among students exiting their program. This over inflation is important as researchers 

at the School of Dentistry in Cardiff showed that, approximately 80% of their students felt 

unprepared for clinical work, and more than half relied heavily on supervisor intervention during 

their clinical training, yet confidence may be reported as high (Gilmour et al., 2016).  

We note that the students in the survey did not differ across the diagnostic correctness 

they attained. Albeit, descriptively we noted that especially for the chronic periodontitis case, the 

third-year students achieved higher concordance with that of the gold standard, even though 

statistical significance was not reached. We reiterate that the third-year students were closer in 

time to the education of specific diagnostic characteristics. John and colleagues (2013) also 

suggested that their fourth-year students attained better diagnostic response rates than their third-

year counterparts, this corroborates our findings for our gingivitis and aggressive periodontitis 

case. It is worth noting the poor diagnostic correctness (<50%) for the aggressive periodontitis 
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case. Aggressive periodontitis is a very specific form of periodontal disease, with parameters of 

young age, location/type of bone loss, absence of risk factors, which make its presentation 

relatively pathognomonic (Lang et al., 1999). Similarly, Lane and colleagues found that only 

49% of third year and 56% of fourth year students properly diagnosed aggressive periodontal 

case. Providing students with further opportunities to discuss clinical cases may improve their 

diagnostic skills. For example, case-based learning or peer-assisted learning may help student 

develop the skills and confidence they need to diagnose varying forms of periodontal diseases 

(Hunt et al., 2019).   

 A fundamental theme that was central to the student’s reasons for suboptimal 

performance was that of inconsistencies underlying their education. The American Academy of 

Periodontology workshop on predoctoral educators in 2014 highlighted inconsistencies as an 

issue in periodontal education and published a workshop on the importance of faculty calibration 

(AAP, 2014). It has been suggested that inconsistencies in clinical reasoning may stem from lack 

of knowledge and erroneous interpretation(Friedman et al., 1998). As well, in the medical 

literature, inconsistencies may arise from thoroughness in investigating the obtained clinical data 

and personal bias on behalf of the clinician(Bader & Shugars, 1995). Marlow and colleagues 

(2018) argued that due to the subjective nature of many features of periodontal disease, a certain 

degree of inconsistency may be present. Although total removal of clinician inconsistency may 

not be possible, instructor calibration may help address this issue. John and colleagues (2013) 

and Lane and colleague (2015) found that consensus training may help reduce inconsistencies in 

diagnosis and treatment planning, which would translate for better agreement amongst clinicians 

and students in periodontal education. The work of Orsini and colleagues (1999) on location of 

the articular disc with respect to the condyles also demonstrated that calibration training 
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improves instructor agreement. Our qualitative data show that students’ concerns about instructor 

inconsistences were not limited to diagnosis and treatment planning. This highlights the 

important of qualitative methods to identify the full scope of areas in which inconsistencies may 

arise and their perceived consequences for students and patients. Thus, an important 

consideration for the education of our dental students is increasing the number of times 

calibration sessions occur for the periodontal faculty in order to assure students are learning the 

same way, day after day, from the many faculty members responsible for their education.  

Our students perceived the fragmentation of periodontal care as a factor that negatively 

influenced their performance. Fragmentation of care can be described as a difficulty or lapse in 

providing continuity of care. Similarly, Chanderskersan and colleagues (2017) found that 

student’s dissatisfaction with periodontal care to patients partially stemmed from inability to 

gauge their patient’s response to treatment. The reasoning for fragmentation as described by the 

students could be attributed to a lack of adequate clinical sessions by 20%, and due to competing 

priorities expressed by 18% of the students. Furthermore, patient related factors such as 

scheduling compliance (62%) were noted. Our students reported similar reasons for their 

malperformance in periodontal care. Patients’ compliance to prescribed maintenance schedules 

and appointments is crucial in preventing incidence and recurrence of disease, hence due to 

dropout or untimely patient returns, the students may not benefit from visualizing the success of 

their treatment (Renvert & Persson, 2004).   Teaching models focused on procedural 

requirements employ methods to ensure students meet a certain number of cases for graduation 

(Park et al., 2011). This form of education is criticized mainly due to its emphasis on student 

focused treatment to meet requirements, rather than providing patient centered care, which may 

be deleterious to the learning environment for the dental student (Formicola, 1991). For example, 
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studies investigating differences in risk factor identification and referrals, have concluded that in 

general, dental hygiene students perform better on these tasks (Williams et al., 2014). The 

suggested reasoning for this is from the way the disciplines are taught patient care, with the focus 

of hygiene programs being on identification of patients in need of periodontal care, whereas, 

dental students are less attentive to the periodontal status of individuals and more restorative care 

driven (Williams et al., 2014).  Case completion curriculum may serve to aid in reducing 

competing priorities as Park and colleagues (2011) suggested and centres on more complete care 

for the patient. As for patient compliance, automated services for schedule reminders, and 

incentivizing appointment upkeep may be methods to counter poor patient compliance 

(Chanderskersan et al., 2017). For example, University of Rochester noted a 4% decline in 

missed appointments by patients after the implementation of reminders (Almog et al., 2003).  

 Repetition of a procedure may increase confidence and competence(Gilmour et al., 

2016). However, research has questioned the efficacy of repeated experiences without adequate 

structure (Choudhry et al., 2005). Our students voiced concerns regarding the amount of 

preclinical simulation of periodontal skills as well as consistency of its structure during clinical 

sessions. Our students also attributed their sub-optimal performance to inadequate feedback from 

instructors. Feedback is an important part of dental education and focus of much educational 

research (Molloy 2010). Feedback allows for a bridge in the gap of what the students understand 

and what ought to be learnt, mainly due to the disconnect that exists between didactic education 

and clinical components of patient care (Black and Wiliam 1998; Deeb et al., 2019). Effective 

feedback is considered more than a one-way transferal of information, from instructor to student. 

Rodriguez-Gomez and colleagues (2015) argued for a feedforward mechanism where 

communication allows for students to monitor and regulate their learning experiences. Student 
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reported efficacy of feedback as a means of learning has been documented by Ebbeling and 

colleagues (2018) and is a theme our students discuss. Besides, positive feedback may also serve 

to increase student confidence (Deeb et al., 2019). As of recent, there is an emphasis on the need 

for integrative feedback and self-assessment, this entails that students assign themselves a score 

based on their knowledge and performance, which later is discussed with the grading of an 

instructor (Deeb et al., 2019). Self-assessment can align a student’s judgment of their skills and 

allow for better development of self-insight (Tuncer et al., 2015).  Approximately 90% of 

students regarded self-assessment as a useful tool in increasing their performance on clinical 

competencies (Deeb et al., 2019).  Therefore, implementation of self-assessment methods for 

clinical sessions is a logical option to increase student performance.  

 In our study, students raised concerns about the quality of their early didactic education 

in periodontics. Students in their early dental education are required to understand a great deal of 

basic sciences along with dental education and be able to link the two in a clinical setting. 

Struwig and colleagues (2016) found that volume and complexity of subject pose a great burden 

to students understanding. Furthermore, information dense lectures tend to undermine 

meaningful  learning (Palatta et al., 2017). This is concerning since 59% of dental education is 

led by instructors and does not foster critical thinking (Behar-Horenstein et al., 2000). In this 

passive learning environment students may feel disconnected and overwhelmed(Miller et al., 

2002). This may also lead to lack of interest in the content area and eventually poor performance 

as our study suggests.  The applicability of didactic knowledge to clinical scenarios is a 

fundamental goal that the Commission of National Dental Examinations seeks to assess on board 

examinations, yet, extrapolation of knowledge into clinical practice may be lacking (Williams et 

al., 2014). An additional factor our students commented on was the negative impact that 
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discussing and being required to carry out complex tasks before gaining the necessary 

knowledge to understand basic principles has on their learning, confidence and treatment. 

Miller’s pyramid is one of the common ways medical and dental students are thought to 

transition through education (Miller, 1990). The sequential steps through this pyramid are that a 

student first knows the basics of the task (didactic knowledge), then knows how to perform a 

certain task (simulation practice), from their they can demonstrate this task (in simulation), and 

lastly, does this task on a patient (Miller, 1990).  It would be logical to assume that if a student 

does not progressively move on through these stages, they can be faced with challenges. This is 

important, because dental education contrary to that of medical education, requires their students 

to carry out many different procedures that are complex and irreversible under minimal 

supervision early on in their career (Bennet et al., 2010).  

Limitations and Future Directions:  

 Our study was conducted between late 2017 and early 2018. At this time period, we 

obtained differing response rates amongst the two academic years. Further, for neither academic 

year did we have full class participation. Additionally, the data collection was done at single time 

point, thus, not allowing investigation into the changes in perception and performance as 

experience increased. A future direction of the study could be one that investigates students at 

two time points, particularly examining if increasing experiences change students’ performance 

and perception. Furthermore, we note that the results of our study are derived from a single 

institution and from a single cohort of students. Hence the external generalization of our results 

is limited, especially since every dental school may possess differing curricula and the dental 

students’ perceptions and challenges may vary pending on the school they attend. Undertaking 
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this research in other Canadian schools will provide insight into challenges that may be present 

in other schools, all together this would deliver a comprehensive account of how dental 

education with regard to periodontics can be shaped to be suitable for honing the confidence and 

competence of future clinicians. As discussed with the advent of the new classification system, it 

would be interesting to investigate the results of a similar study. A new study can explore if the 

introduction of a more structured classification system removes some of the diagnostic dilemmas 

that students face. 

 An important future direction for periodontal educational research is one that focuses on 

the knowledge of peri-implant diseases alongside periodontal disease. To the best of the authors 

knowledge, no educational research has thus far investigated students’ knowledge on peri-

implant diseases. In the current dental arena, it is imperative that graduating clinicians are 

familiarized with implant related diseases. Dental implants are now widely utilized and accepted 

to replace missing teeth. At times, hasty judgements are made in the replacement of teeth that in 

the past traditional periodontal therapy may have retained (Cosgarea et al., 2019). Implant 

popularity is owed to its tremendous success recognized in a multitude of studies since the early 

1980’s (Cosgarea et al., 2019). Implants were erroneously considered invulnerable to periodontal 

disease, however, the first reports of peri-implantitis were published in 1987 and showed features 

of infectious disease mimicking that of periodontitis (Mombelli et al., 1987).  The prevalence of 

peri-implantitis has been estimated to range between 14-30%, and its gingival equivalent (peri-

mucositis) to be 50-80% (Derks and Tomasi, 2015). Although, both periodontitis and peri-

implant diseases share risk factors, there are idiosyncrasies present (Schwarz et al., 2018). Even 

if a general dental practitioner themselves does not place or restore implants, it is highly likely 

that they will have patients with implants in their practice. Therefore, it is important for 
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clinicians to be cognizant of peri-implant diseases, its clinical signs, risk factors and radiographic 

features. Interceptive efforts are crucial to counter early disease presentation, and if clinicians do 

not feel comfortable appropriate referrals should be made in a timely fashion. Implant therapy is 

mainstream and graduating clinicians will be required to assess peri-implant health.  

 Despite the limitations discussed, our study had some strengths, namely the large 

participation of students (~65%), the mixed–methods approach, the rich insight into 11 students’ 

perceptions as to the challenges they faced in their undergraduate periodontal curriculum. 

Furthermore, we were able to assess the confidence of the students, alongside the use of a free 

recall open ended questions.  

Conclusions  

 This research project aimed to identify areas in which dental students were less 

competent and confident in during periodontal care and education and to depict a narrative of 

student’s reasons for suboptimal performance in periodontics. The qualitative and quantitative 

analysis revealed that students faced difficulties with periodontal education and care. The 

implementation of a mixed methods approach allowed the research to highlight areas of student 

reported shortcomings in periodontal education for the first time. Re-evaluation of students at 

different time points, across multiple schools, with a focus on the new classification system and 

peri-implant diseases should be implemented as a future goal of the research. Ultimately it is 

concluded that there are shortcomings in the periodontal education of undergraduate dental 

students. These problems are present in both the didactic and clinical components of their 

education. In order to counter these issues and help students be proficient in periodontology, 
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considerations for instructor calibration, cohesion between didactic and clinical education, 

patient focused treatment and importance of integrative feedback should be considered. 
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Appendix D – Interview Consent  
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Appendix E – Interview Questions  

 

 

Students’ approach to the formulation of a diagnosis and treatment plan during 
their periodontal training: Examining the effect of didactic and clinical 

experiences from a mixed methods perspective 
 

This study examines the diagnosis and development of a treatment plan for 
periodontitis. This interview will capture your experiences and conceptions of this 
process from your perspective.   
 

1. During your initial exam, if a patient presents with periodontal disease, how 
would you do a pre-assessment? 

2. Think to when you undertake a diagnosis for periodontal disease and describe 
your process in arriving to your diagnosis for the patient. 

a. How confident do you feel when diagnosing periodontal disease?  
3. When performing treatment do you feel confident in the selection of instruments? 
4. How do you approach the creation of a follow-up schedule for your patients? 

a. How confident do you feel when creating a recall schedule? 
5. How do you approach smoking cessation with periodontal patients? 

 
I’m going to refer back to the 3rd case from the initial survey.  
 

6. Can you look at the case and describe the decisions and considerations you 
would have in the diagnosis, treatment and maintenance of this case? 
 

 

 

 

 


